Introduction
The vacuum requirements for heavy ion acceleration in cyclotrons There are many problems associated with determining the pressures at various points within the accelerating region under operating conditions. For example, at the 88-Inch Cyclotron both the pressure and the sensitivity of the tank ion gauges exhibit a small dependence on the main magnet field strength. The compression on the main seal increases with increasing magnetic field, reducing the leak rate through the metal gasket. Magnetic shielding is utilized where practical to minimize the effects of stray field on the ion gauges. There is, nevertheless, an apparent vacuum improvement of up to 20% due to the combined effects of the magnetic field. Another problem is the location and type of vacuum measuring gauges and gas loads entering the acceleration chamber. Figure 2 In order to estimate the pressure within the dee, where the pumping speed is the most limited, a VG1A type ion gauge was mounted on a remotely controlled dee probe shaft (see Fig. 2 ) of the type normally used to obtain intensity vs radius data. Figure 3 shows the radial pressure profiles obtained under various ion source gas flow rates of argon and nitrogen. Since, for these tests, neither the main field nor the ion source arc was on, the indicated flow rate of gas into the source represents the actual flow of gas into the accelerating chamber. When the source is operating, not all of the indicated gas flow enters the accelerating region -a substantial fraction is "pumped" by the source itself. Recent Another problem which arises in these measurements is estimating the composition of the gas in the dee tank. Using Ne background gas instead of N2, for example, when calculating the CE losses for a 112 MeV 20Ne + beam increases the predicted attenuation by a factor of two. The vacuum analyzer on the RF resonator tank of the 88-Inch Cyclotron indicated N2 and 02 to be by far the strongest components in the residual gas spectrum under all operating conditions considered here. In the dee tank the component due to the source gas will certainly be higher than was measured by the vacuum analyzer. However, considering the measured source gas flow rates, the source pumping effect and the total vacuum tank leak rate of -1.6 atm cc/min (based on total rates-of-rise measurements) it seems likely that N2 and 02 have the largest partial pressures of all the gases even in the accelerating region. This assumption is made in considering the sensitivity of the ion gauges to different gases4 and in choosing the background gas used in the transmission calculations presented below. 4 . For these calculations an average accelerating chamber pressure was estimated for each case at a radius corresponding to 60% of full energy. For the 104 MeV 1604+ case, the pressure inside the dee was normalized to the data of Fig. 3b with a flow corresponding to 95% source pumping, a value determined at the time of the transmission measurement. The pressure in the dummy dee half of the acceleration chamber was assumed to be 10% higher than the average of IGO% and IG10. No reliable transmission data could be obtained below 20 MeV due to the uncertain contribution of out-of-phase beam to the dee probe current signal. Figure 4(a) shows the calculated and measured transmission for the 104 MeV 1604+ beam.
To obtain the calculated transmission curve for the 112 MeV 20Ne4+ beam shown in Fig. 4(b) and the 224 MeV 40Ar8+ beam shown in Fig. 4(c) a similar procedure for estimating the average tank pressure was followed except that the ion source was assumed to pump only 50% of the Ne or Ar gas supplied to it.
The argon calculation is not sensitive to this assumption since, as can be seen from Fig. 3(a) The calculated results are shown as a solid line and the circles represent measured data points.
Discussion of Results
Given the uncertainties in the molecular cross section data and in the estimates of the actual pressures under operating conditions, the agreement seen in Fig. 4 
